
 

DONATION GUIDELINES 

For those of you fortunate enough to have bought a hunt through an auction to raise funds for a hunting / other 
organization these are a few of the guidelines regarding the hunt details. These hunts help raise funds for 
groups dedicated to protecting our rights as hunting sportsmen and raising funds for other organizations. 
W.T.H. receives zero (0) financial compensation for these donated hunts and therefor there are a few guidelines 
we must follow in order to ensure we can continue to do our bit and contribute back to the hunting industry and 
other organizations. 

• Donation descriptions must be followed exactly! 

• Donation must be booked for the year stated on the donation form. 

• If arranged with the outfitter that the donation will be taken in an alternative year; the price list for that 
year will be effective and worked from. 

• If the donation covers specific animals you may exchange one animal for another based on our current 
pricelist. 

o You may not exchange several animals for one specific animal 
• If the donation covers a specific dollar value of trophy fees this applies only to standard plains game 

animals. 
o This does not cover any Dangerous Game, Sable, Roan, Tsesebe, or any animals outside of W.T.H. 

normal plains game hunting range. 
• Only one donated hunt will be allowed in camp at any specific time. 

• Only one donated hunt will be allowed per hunter. 
o We give 10-15 of these hunts a year to organizations around the country and we have had 

individuals buy two or more of these hunts and try to combine them to get one massive free hunt. 
o This is not the spirit of these hunt donations and is a blatant attempt to abuse our support on the 

industry! 
• No Back to Backs 

o Donated hunts may not be used in combination with any other hunt through another outfitter 
o An example is when someone buys two donations from two different outfitters and wants to hunt 

the first donation and then be transferred to the second outfit to hunt the second donation. This is 
a total abuse of our support of the hunting industry and will not be tolerated! 

• Donations listed as 2 Hunters x 1 Professional Hunter (PH) 
o Rifle Hunts – This means that 2 hunters will be hunting with one PH at all times. Opportunities 

will be split between the hunters and they must decide between themselves who takes the different 
opportunities. If you would like to upgrade to hunt individually with a PH it is $ 200 per hunting 
day to cover the PH’s salary, fuel, and an individual tracker. 

o Bow Hunts – This means that each hunter will be sitting alone in separate hides. You will always 
be in radio contact with your PH and will never leave the blind without the company of a PH. If 
you would like to upgrade to have a PH in the blind with you it is $ 150 per hunter per day. 

• On all hunts listed as more than one hunter the trophies MUST be split evenly by the number of hunters. 
An example of this would be a hunt for two hunters with 6 specific animals. Each hunter gets 3 animals. 
The same applies to donations that cover specific dollar values. The amounts CANNOT be combined to 
benefit one hunter. 

These guidelines are NOT here to restrict your hunt. Instead, they are here to ensure that both parties are clear 
about the nature of donated hunts so we can avoid any misunderstanding. Well, now that the paperwork is out 
of the way you can relax and get ready for a great hunt! 

 

I understand and accept all the listed Donation Terms & Conditions ________________________ 

            Date 

 

 

 ___________________________________   ____________________________________  

Client Name (Printed) Client Signature 


